Simvastatin-chitosan-citicoline conjugates nanoparticles as the co-delivery system in Alzheimer susceptible patients.
The main goal of this study was the preparation and characterization of a chitosan-based system for co-delivery of simvastatin and citicoline to overcome simvastatin unwanted side effects in Alzheimer's disease. This conjugated complex was synthesized in three steps, and 1HNMR, FTIR, and UV-Vis spectroscopy confirmed its success. The simvastatin conjugation rate to chitosan was 1.67 times more than citicoline. X-ray diffraction results showed that the crystalline property of both drugs converted to an amorphous state during the synthesis of the conjugated form. Further, SEM images revealed that the developed nanoparticles have a spherical shape with a size between 100 and 300 nm. Another characterization test was RBC hemolysis, with the lowest value at 6.04% and the highest value at 89.56% and became much lower after preparing nanoparticles using the ionotropic technique. TEM characterized the nanoparticles and showed that the gelation technique stabilized the particles.